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I.
INTRODUCTION
Our era is characterized by wholesale proposals and programs designed to
bring about a more equitable adjustment between the population and the land. In
the United States the attention of the citizenry is concentrated upon the New Deal's
phrases, proposals, and programs, among which those relating to adjustments
between the population and the land always stand out prominently. But such
efforts are not confined to this country; parallel developments are occurring in other
lands. We might mention that land for the masses is the fundamental problem with
which Mexico is struggling. The "green rising" has not yet spent itself in Europe.
Russian peasants early lent their support to the program which promised them lands,
and struggles over land still convulse the nation. Italy has initiated far-reaching
schemes for resettlement and colonization. Similar projects are under way in Ger-
many. Land problems likewise play a very important part in Japan and many other
countries.
It may be observed, however, that the problem in the United States differs from
that in other countries. We are constantly warned of our "unneeded" and "surplus"
agricultural lands. Our trouble has been diagnosed as arising from a superabundance
rather than a scarcity of lands, as is the case in other countries. In addition to
"benefit payments" to individuals for reduction in acreage of "basic crops," one
aspect of the program underway in this country has taken the form of designating
large areas of territory as marginal or submarginal for agricultural purposes and
initiating programs to divert these lands to other than general farming uses. Another
departure has been to block off and designate large territories as "forest-purchase
areas." Machinery also has been put in order for buying up and transforming still
other acreages into recreanonal areas, parks, and playgrounds.1
1 Providing our national ailments have been properly diagnosed, one cannot be
too loud in praise of any honest attempt at outlining an intelligent land policy
while the problem is still one of overabundance. However, before giving whole-
hearted endorsement, one must be satisfied with the diagnosis. It seems that the
calm analyst should inquire concerning the weight given to some factors whose im-
portance is nowise diminished by the abruptness with which they are customarily
thrust aside. One asks, what of the frenzied rush of population to urban centers
which characterized the post-war period? What of the acute relief situation now
prevailing in these same urban areas? And one wonders if these aren't somehow
related. Are they evidences of an unnatural skewness towards urbanism in our con-
temporary society? And would our surplus lands be so great if this skewness were
corrected? Again, one may reflect upon the recent trends in the productive and
consumptive practices of our rural population. Today agricultural leaders and insti-
tutions throughout the nation are emphasizing the importance of "live-at-home"
programs. This is in sharp contrast to the recent emphasis upon commercial farming.
It is entirely out of accord with the rapid decrease in self-sufficiency which has
occurred on the American farm. It seems to cry out how shortsighted much of our
agricultural philosophy has been. Even though a rising standard of living has
2
In view of the fact; that such large-scale transfers of population are being pro-
posed, it behooves fact-finding agencies . to concentrate their efforts upon securing
the data needed for the successful guidance of ;such programs. This report
is,
designed to furnish the basic facts pertaining to the present situation and prospects,
of the population in what has been called a "trouble," "submarginal," or "lancfr
retirement" area in the State of Louisiana. It was inspired, partially, by the pro-
grams of action now being pushed by the Federal Government along the lines of
rural rehabilitation, rural resettlement, and subsistence homesteads. However, interest
in it was first aroused by the realization that many parts of Louisiana and the
nation are a severe liability and drawback to other portions. If the programs men-
tioned above are to have the slightest chance for success in remedying the situation,
they must be based upon accurate information pertaining to the problem that is
being dealt with. It should be unnecessary to stress the fact that the population
aspects are the most fundamental phases of the situation: land utilization is meaning-
less unless viewed as an adjustment between the population and the land, and qf
the two factors, land is by far the more fixed element.
The present study was conceived and executed under, the Cooperative Plan df
Research entered into between the Rural Research Unit of the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration, the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, and the Louisi-
ana Federal Emergency Relief Administration.
1 The broad objectives of the investi-
gation were to secure an adequate picture of the situation and prospects of the
population in a selected "trouble area" of the State. The particular area chosen for
study is located in the rolling pine-covered hills which lie between the Red and
Mississippi Rivers. Generally speaking, the top soil is shallow and the land un-
productive, although patches of excellent soil are to be found bordering some of
the small streams in the area. The region is one in which the lands have been
judged too poor for agricultural purposes and have been recommended for retire-
ment;
2
it is also an area in which lumbering has been one of the chief bases of
support for the population; the region is characterized by excessive tax delinquency,
followed by the adjudication of lands to the State; finally, it is a territory in which
the size of the relief load and the difficulty of carrying on ameliorative projects
have sorely taxed the ingenuity and energies of the people in charge of these
undertakings.
The original plans called for studies of three areas: one in which the lumber
industry offers promise of continuing for some years to come, a second in which
the lumbering industry is now in the process of "cutting out" or discontinuing its
resulted from our commercialized farming (which itself is debatable), may not the
cost of this, in terms of stability and security, have been too great? These questions
cannot, of course, be answered decisively but one can hardly help thinking that
they are essential to any adequate inventory of our actual needs for land.
1 Mr. J. H. Crutcher, Assistant Administrator, and Miss Maude Barrett,
Director
of Social Service of the Louisiana Emergency Relief Administration, were particularly
helpful in making possible the present study.
2 See the Report of the National Resources Board, 1934, p. 176, which presents
a map showing the location of land-retirement areas in the United States and says
of them: .. "Within these areas are farms from which arable farming should ultimately
be encouraged to withdraw, mainly because experience has demonstrated the land
to be too poor to provide adequate family living and support public institutions and
services. Agricultural occupation of many of them continues only by grace of
continual public subsidy or relief."
3
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operations due to exhaustion of timber resources, and a third in which the timber
resources have been exhausted and all the sawmills shut down for several years.
It was thought that such studies might present a picture of successive changes in
the social and economic situation just as they are being precipitated by changes
in the basic industry, lumbering being the industry in this case. It was likewise
thought that changes in similar areas would proceed in somewhat similar cycles
so that it might be possible to foretell changes which are imminent in certain areas
from the past experience in similar areas. If this is true, it should greatly assist
agencies engaged in preventive and remedial measures. But there are other im-
portant uses for the results of such a study. When any program is attempted, without
first having adequate facts pertaining to the situation which is being dealt with, it
is almost certain, in progressing, to give birth to a series of charges and counter-
charges. Violent disagreements are likely to arise pertaining to the original state
of affairs; the need, or lack of need, for the remedial measures in the beginning;
the progress, or lack of progress, as the program goes along; and the benefits, or
lack of benefits, as the undertakings are carried to their conclusion. Needless to say
these charges and counter-charges engender more heat than light upon the subject,
while misunderstanding coupled with partisan politics can disrupt the best and most
needed programs. Withal the cost of securing knowledge of the factual situation is
but a drop in the bucket as compared to the cost of carrying on the remedial
measures. For all these reasons, a careful inventory of the actual situation in some
of the representative regions summarizing the basic facts pertaining to the situation
being dealt with is a very worth while and valuable piece of work. It is difficult
to understand how an able administrator would proceed without having such basic
information.
The present study is concerned with the situation in the second of the areas
mentioned above, i.e., in an area where the mills are just now cutting out. The
region selected for study was Ward 3 in LaSalle Parish. It was chosen after
conferences with the State Land Planning Consultant of the National Resources
Board, the State Relief officials, and the local Agricultural and Relief officials. This
area was chosen for special study because of the serious situation confronting its
population. The timber resources are now about depleted. Two sawmills have
already "cut out" and shut down. The remaining mills are operating at from 35
to 45 per cent of capacity and even at this have only a few years left to run. Many
of the people who formerly obtained a livelihood from the lumber industry are left
stranded in the rural sawmill villages. Others are "squatting" on company land.
Still others are confronted with loss of employment in the very near future. Obviously
the people in the area are facing an immediate readjustment, and agricultural pur-
suits are those most frequently mentioned as an alternative. But the entire Ward
is included in the area recommended for retirement from agricultural purposes, mak-
ing the prospects of gaining a livelihood from agriculture in the surrounding territory
very slender. Besides agriculture, lumbering and one small gravel pit, there is at
present no basis for the support of the people in the region. Trade within the area
is negligible. The only villages in the Ward are Trout and Good Pine, and both of
these are exclusively sawmill villages, or in other words, clusters of company houses
in which the employees of the sawmills and their families reside. Most of the trading
is done at Jena, the Parish seat, which is one mile from the eastern boundary of
the Ward. This Ward is representative of large areas in the State of Louisiana.
The study was conducted by means of a house-to-house canvass in which
every family in the area was visited. Enumerators were given careful training in
4
the use of a schedule that had been worked out by members of the Rural Research
Unit of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration in Washington and then care-
fully revised to fit Louisiana conditions. Each schedule was carefully edited, and
whenever answers were lacking or questionable, a second visit was made to the
family. A period of four months was spent in collecting the information secured
in this survey.
We shall begin by showing the chief characteristics of the population in the
area. This will be followed by a discussion of the group's mobility in the past and
its reactions to proposals of removal. Next will be presented an analysis of the
economic bases of living in the region. Finally some discussion of future prospects
of the population in this territory will be given.
II.
COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION
L Number and Density of the Population.
As of January 1, 1935, our enumerators found a total of 862 families or house-
holds in the Ward selected for study. The individuals in these households numbered
3,385. Since there are approximately 104 square miles of territory in the Ward, the
density of population averages 32 persons per square mile. Excluding the inhabitants
of the villages and camps, there were about 12 persons per square mile. Our count
showed 208 fewer persons than the number (3,593) given by the Census of 1930
and immediately brings up the question as to whether the decrease was actual or
merely fictitious. In this survey we made strenuous efforts to reach every family in
the area. There is small likelihood that the Census over-enumerated the population in
1930. Therefore, it seems probable that a decrease in population has actually
occurred during the last five years. This probably reflects the natural readjustment
in the population, which is taking place due to the curtailment of the lumbering
industry in the Ward.
2. Racial Composition.
Three races are represented in the area: white, Negro, and Indian. Of the 862
households, 531 were white, including 2,330 members. In other words, white people
comprise 69 per cent of the population and 62 per cent of the families. Furthermore,
the entire white population of the Ward was native-born; in fact, not a single individ-
ual living in the Ward, white or colored, was born in a foreign country. Negroes
numbered 1,020 and were distributed among 326 households. In terms of percentages
they made up 30 per cent of the individuals in the population, but since the average
family was smaller among them than among the whites, they constituted but 37
per cent of the families. In addition to the whites and Negroes there were five
families of Indians (Choctaws) in the area. These five Indian families contained
35 members, which is one per cent of the population residing in the Ward.
A comparison of these data regarding racial composition with those reported by
the Census of 1930 is interesting. The Census reported a total of 2,313 white people
or only 17 less than our count showed. It reported 35 Indians, which is exactly the
same as our enumeration. But the Census reported a total of 1,245 Negroes, which
exceeds the number our enumerators found by 225. As we shall see, Negroes are con-
centrated in the villages, which makes it unlikely that they were missed in either
enumeration. Thus it would appear that the white and Indian populations have held
5
their own during the last five years, while the Negro population has decreased by
about 18 per cent The fact that Negroes in the area have been confined almost
entirely to the sawmill villages, and that the mills have been closing out, makes it
clear why this decrease in the Negro population should have occurred.1
3. Residence.
The population of the area was, of course, entirely rural. The same is true of
tn'e entire Parish, as evidenced by the fact that Jena, the Parish Seat and largest
center, had only 1,007 inhabitants in 1930. Within the Ward, however, there are
two important groups which we must consider separately. On the one hand we
have the population whose sole or main dependence is the lumber industry. These
people reside in the small sawmill villages and lumber camps and are quite distinct
from the open-country population, who reside either in little clusters of small family-
sized farms or as squatters in small woodland clearings. The open-country population
is dependent primarily upon agriculture, although a great many other enterprises
supplement the income.
It should be noted that in the open country the population was not evenly dis-
persed throughout the area. 'Farm families were found clustered together in little
groups2 along the relatively fertile beds of the small streams which flow through
the region, leaving wide expanses of territory practically uninhabited. A great deal
of this unutilized area is the property of large lumber companies which have no
further use for the land now the timber has been removed. The families that we
have designated as residents of woodland clearings are found pretty largely on
these "company" lands. They are permitted to live on the land in return for a
nominal charge of 50 cents or one dollar per year, a fee collected to insure the
property owner that the settler would not obtain "squatter's rights" through his
residence on the land.
Table I shows how the families and individuals in the area were distributed
among the various residence categories. It will be observed that there is a very
striking concentration of Negroes in the sawmill villages and logging camps and
that they are practically lacking among the farm population. In the entire Ward
only 11 Negro families were found occupying farms. However, there were
three additional families of Negroes located as squatters in small clearings in the
1 As the study was being planned, we were seeking a region in which there was
a large "stranded" population. When asked about stranded Negro populations in
LaSalle Parish one well-informed official stated, "You can't strand a Negro any-
where." His remark is borne out not only by this study, but by a comprehensive
study of population changes in Louisiana and a special study of the population
changes precipitated by the decadence of the sugar industry in Louisiana. The Negro
on the one hand owns so little property and is connected by such weak social ties
to a given locality that he is able to pick up and move easily. On the other hand,
in many cases his living is so near the subsistence level that he is forced to shift
very quickly after unemployment begins. One might say that his migrations are
more responsive to economic changes than the migrations of whites.
2 Kinship is frequently the basis of grouping among the families. In some places
three or four brothers and their families were found living in very close proximity.
In other instances a man's married sons and daughters have built their homes in the
immediate vicinity of the parental roof. Our field workers came to the conclusion
that the people who had left these small clusters of blood relatives to settle in other
parts of the Ward were much more progressive than those who had remained in the
old neighborhood.
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woods. There are two considerations which make this scarcity of agricultural Negroes
noteworthy. In the first place, it is less than an hour's drive to portions of the
Mississippi Delta in which Negro agriculturists working as croppers on large
plantations comprise as high as 90 per cent of the total population of some wards.
In the second place, the charge is frequently made that Negro farm operators (other
than croppers) are to be found mainly in the very poorest agricultural areas.
1
If this
were true, they should be well represented in these proposed land-retirement areas.
Thus their scarcity here is worth noting. Conversations with the white farmers in
the area studied revealed that they were strongly opposed to Negroes settling
on
the land in this territory, which no doubt accounts for the present scarcity. Only
in a few cases, where fairly well-to-do families desired domestic servants, were
Negroes welcomed in the open country.
2
4. Ancestry.
One of the first things one wants to know about the members of any group
is the original stock from which they are descended. Our schedule was framed to
try to obtain this information from the people in the area studied. By way of
introduction, it should be recalled that LaSalle Parish is one of the "hill" parishes
of Northern Louisiana, for this had much to do with determining the type of people
who settled there. One of the most important currents of migration in the history
of the United States was that which, beginning in Western Pennsylvania and using
Philadelphia as its port of entry, pushed down through the uplands in the western
parts of Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, and
then spread westward, furnishing with settlers those parts of the South and South-
west which were similar topographically to the western portions of the "seaboard
states." The migrants were, and their descendants remain, the "hill" peoples of
the South. Originally very heterogeneous in origin (English, Scotch, Irish, and
German were probably the elements of greatest importance), they became the "Old
Americans" of the Nation. They are the people whose descendants are now found
in the hilly portions of the State, the poor and least fertile portions of which are
well represented by the area we are studying.
The descent claimed by the families in these hilly sections is "Original Ameri-
can," but of course only those admitting Indian blood, of whom there was a sur-
prisingly large percentage (8.6 per cent), are really entitled to this designation.
For all white families, the attempt was made to go further and enumerate the
various elements of descent which had entered into their lineage. In most cases
where any information on the subject was forthcoming, several national stocks were
listed. Many of these families of "Original Americans" remember something of the
stocks from which they have come, and proudly informed our field workers of the
different elements which had united in the formation of their family trees. A con-
siderable portion, however, was dumfounded at such a question and seemed com-
pletely lacking in information about their descent. The initial remark customarily
made by those who were hard put to it for an answer to the question concerning
descent was, "I'm just plain American." Sometimes the answer, "I don't know,
1 See Carter Woodson, The Rural Negro.
2 A similar hostility to Negroes as permanent residents has also been noted in
other areas where the productivity of the land is slight. Certain portions of Assump-
tion Parish where the periodic overflow of lands makes them of very little use for




































































































































































maybe it's nigger," was offered in a humorous vein,
1 while others responded, "I guess
it's Greek, 'cause it's all Greek to me." Some persons insisted that they were just
like everybody else and could make no distinction. When some Indian blood was
admitted, the caution was usually made, "Be sure you don't put me down all
Indian." In spite of the best attempts, a considerable number of families could give
no information concerning their descent. However, their names are the same as





Figure 1.—Age and Sex Distributions for the White, Negro, Farm and Non-Farm
Populations of Ward Three, LaSalle Parish.
The major elements which have entered into the composition of the group are
Irish, English, French, Scotch, Dutch, German, and Indian. Besides these stocks,
a smattering reported Welsh, Jewish, Swedish, Italian, and Swiss elements in their
lines of descent. For ease of reference the data have been summarized in Table II.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Irish was claimed by the non-agricultural population most frequently, while the
memory or fiction of English ancestry was most prevalent among the agriculturists.
French ranked third in both groups, which was somewhat surprising, since the hill-
folk of Northern Louisiana are popularly considered quite different from the French-
speaking people of Southern Louisiana. It is interesting to note that those claiming
French descent are concentrated in the lumber industry. And it is probable that
this strain is from the French Huguenots, rather than the French Catholics who
settled in South Louisiana. Scotch, Dutch, German, and Indian rank next, and
are of about equal importance. The other elements are of little consequence.
It will be observed from Table II that a very considerable portion of the families
(12.4 per cent) was unable to supply any information concerning their national
origins or to enumerate any of the national stocks from which they had sprung.
However, as mentioned above, a comparison of their names with the names of the
other residents in the area failed to show any significant differences. In a great
many cases their names were the same as those of families who made some claim
of knowing their descent. And since the reports of the families concerned agree
with the historical evidence on the subject, we can be fairly certain of the elements
which have entered into the composition of the group. These are all the more
important because of the fact mentioned above, that the people in the area are all
native-born.
5. Age and Sex.
Age and sex are two factors which are of great significance in determining the
nature and estimating the possibilities of a given population. For this reason it
is important to present the basic facts pertaining to the age and sex distributions
of the population in the area we are studying. This is done in Tables III and IV.
A conventional graphic device is of great assistance in comprehending the sig-
nificance of the distributions. In Figure 1 are presented four graphs showing the
age and sex distributions of the white population, the Negro population, the farm
population and the non-farm population. The Negro farm population is too small
to lend itself to this kind of analysis.
Let us examine the major points to be grasped from a study of the configuration
of the pyramid for the total population. In the first place there is a marked scarcity
of children under 10 and especially under 5. This is indicative of the rapid pace
at which the birth rate has been falling. A computation shows only 390 children
under 5 for every 1,000 women aged 16 to 44, inclusive.1 In the second place there is
a great concentration of males in the ages 30 to 50 and of females in the ages
30 to 35, probably indicating that opportunities for the employment of developing
youth have been very scarce in the last ten years, and/or that the newest and
youngest employees were the first to be laid off. It fails to show any pronounced
accumulation of rural youth in this area—a tendency often thought to be taking place
since the crisis of 1929.
The age and sex distributions for the white farm population are even more reveal-
ing: (1) the fall in the birth rate, as indicated by the scarcity of children, has
proceeded at a very rapid pace. Of course, the white farm population always has
1 A recent estimate gives 360 as the number of children under 5 per 1,000
women aged 16 to 44, inclusive, that would be required to maintain the population




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































been one of the most prolific in reproduction and the more isolated and remote the
area, the greater the fertility seems to have been.1 Nevertheless, in our area the
ratio of children to women now stands at only 420 for this element of the popu-
lation; (2) a heavy current of migration has carried away the majority of the
people at the productive ages from the farms, for there is a great scarcity of
people aged 20 to 40 in the white farm population; (3) the concentration in the
ages 10 to 20 reveals the tremendous burden which the proper education of the
young entails upon such rural regions, an education whose benefits are mostly
reaped by other areas;2 (4) there is a marked concentration of population in the
ages above 45; and (5) there is little evidence that any pronounced retardation in
the migration of rural youths from the area has set in with the depression.
The two distributions representing the white and Negro non-farm populations
are rather representative of industrial populations in general. Among the Negroes
the concentration of males aged 30 to 45, of females aged 20 to 40, and the scarcity
of children and old people are outstanding. At least part of the excess of Negro
females is due to a considerable development of prostitution in these sawmill
villages. Comments on the scarcity of children frequently elicited the reply that
they couldn't be expected to have children since they scarcely had enough to live
on themselves. At any rate the ratio of children to women is only 265 among
these industrial Negroes. This is far below the minimum necessary to maintain the
population.
The distribution for non-farm whites is the most "normal" of the four. There
is some scarcity of young adults, especially young males. But the scarcity of
children is less pronounced. In fact the ratio of 445 children to 1,000 women is
the largest among any of the groups in the population.
All in all the data relating to the age and sex distributions of the population
reveal several important facts. In the first place the time seems to have come
when even the population in these very remote areas is doing little more than
replacing itself. Again the data show the great extent to which migration has
carried away the young adults from the area, i.e., a large portion of the popu-
lation which has most to gain from a resettlement program, on the one hand, and
which would contribute most to its success, on the other, has already departed
from the area.
6. Education.
The educational qualifications or training of the population in this projected
land-retirement area is also a very important consideration. It reflects the stand-
ards of the group in part, and also throws light upon the type of life which the
economic system prevailing in the area can support. Furthermore it helps explain
the present situation of the population and serves as one of the best indices for
anticipating what to expect of these people in the future.
Two tabulations were made to show the educational status of the population
in the area: one for the heads of families, and one for all others of 10 years of
age and over who were not attending school at the time of the survey. The data
were further subdivided in each case by residence and race. In the tabulations the
'Ibid., p. 94.
2 Of course, the losses due to lack of proper educational facilities and interests
must also eventually fall upon the places to which these people migrate.
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following eight categories were used: No formal schooling, attended grammar
school but did not finish, finished grammar school but did not attend high school,
attended high school but did not finish, finished high school but did not attend
college, attended college but did not finish, finished at least four years of
college
work, and not available. In most cases "not available" means no formal schooling.
The frequency and percentage distributions for the heads of families are presented
in Table V; those for the remainder of the population aged 10 years and over and
not now in school are given in Table VI.
To a striking extent the heads of families are lacking in any formal training
above that offered in elementary grades. This is particularly true of those indi-
viduals making their homes on the farms and in the small clearings in the woods.
It is especially true among the colored population but also very evident among
the white group. In fact nearly one out of 10 of the heads of the white famines
residing in the open country had no formal training whatsoever, over 60 per
cent of them had never completed grammar school, and three-fourths of them had
never attended high school. Only one of the 210 had attended college, and he
did not graduate. Among the heads of families in the sawmill villages and lumber
camps the educational status was somewhat higher. The presence of skilled and
supervisory employees as well as professional men in the villages contributed
materially to their showing. Among the bulk of laborers, however, the status was
also very low.
The educational status of the population not now in school, exclusive of heads
of families, is considerably above that of the heads. This is especially true in the
case of the white farm population. Of course, to a large extent these people
represent a generation that is younger than that of the family heads, but this
does not alter the importance of the additional education from the standpoint of a
resettlement program.
7. Religion.
Extreme devotion to the traditional forms of religion is one of the traits most
frequently attributed to the Southern Uplander. In view of this fact it is interesting
to know the church affiliations of the people in the area. An index was secured
by asking the head of each family to give the church of which he was a member,
such information being sufficient for the general purpose of this study.
The Christian denominations mentioned by the various heads of families totaled
11. The Baptist denomination was mentioned most frequently, being indicated by
53.3 per cent of the white and 63.2 per cent of the Negro cases. The Methodist
denomination came next, 20.4 per cent of the whites and 8.5 per cent of the Negro
cases mentioning affiliation with it. Eight other Protestant denominations were
named, including the Church of God and Christ, the Christian, the Presbyterian,
the Pentecostal, the Holiness, the Church of Christ, the Church of God, and the
Apostolic. All told, however, these eight denominations included only 6.0 per cent
of the white and 1.5 per cent of the Negro cases. Only five families of Catholics
were found, four of whom were white and one a Negro. No church affiliation was
reported by 104 (19.6 per cent) of the white heads of families and 88 (26.5 per cent)
of the colored.
1 Included in the colored group, however, were three of the Indian
1
ln nearly all these cases the individuals interviewed thought it necessary
to
explain their lack of affiliation with a church. Many referred to the "hard times,
and mentioned their inability to make contributions, the absence of transportation











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































families. Not Christianized as yet, they undoubtedly retain many of their native
religious beliefs and practices. Lack of church affiliation was more pronounced
among the families residing in the villages and camps than among those living in
the open country. In the villages non-affiliation was also more prevalent among
Negroes than among whites. The data tabulated according to residence and race
are presented in Table VII.
8. Marital Status.
The marital status of a population is another important characteristic in
its composition. It is useful in depicting the present situation of a group, on the
one hand, and for estimating its possibilities, on the other. Accordingly a tabulation
was made for the group we are studying. A refinement was introduced by omitting
all persons under sixteen years of age. The categories utilized included the four
conventional ones: "married," "single," "divorced," and "separated." The "widowed"
class was subdivided to indicate sex. Finally an additional group, "common-law
marriage," was added to take care of a large number of Negro couples who were
living together "without benefit of clergy." The data given according to residence
and race are presented in Table VIII.
Ill
MOBILITY AND REACTIONS TO PROPOSALS OF REMOVAL
The data and discussion given in Section II have identified the original stocks
from which the population of the area is descended, and have summarized some
of its important characteristics. Now we may shift our attention to other funda-
mental aspects of the situation. Let us next consider the extent to which the families
in the area may be said to be rooted to this locality, i.e., the extent to which the
lives of these people have been identified with this particular area.
This question has an important bearing upon many remedial measures now
being undertaken. The land utilization and resettlement programs, and even the
rural rehabilitation proposals, all appear to be headed in the direction of rather
wholesale transfers of population from one area to another. There is great need
for anticipating the success or failure of specific attempts along these lines. It is
probable that people whose ties to a particular locality have been slight will be
more amenable to voluntary migrations than people whose entire lives and family
tradition have been bound up in one limited area.
1. Residence Confined to the Parish and Ward.
It has already been shown that no foreign-born persons were to be found in
the area, a fact which serves as a starting point in this analysis. Among the data
secured in the study were some which enabled us to determine whether or not the
heads of the families had spent their entire lives in LaSalle Parish and Ward Three
which we are studying. These data were tabulated and are presented in Table IX.
In interpreting the findings given in this table, it should be remembered that the
heads of families are a very selected group, comprising the very persons from the
general population who are most likely to have lived in other localities and formed
attachments with other groups. A tabulation for the population as a whole, would,
of course, show a higher proportion of those whose lives had been spent in the
particular locality, but would be of less significance for the present purposes than
the one we give.
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TABLE IX.
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF FAMILY HEADS WHO HAVE SPENT
THEIR ENTIRE LIVES IN THE PARISH AND WARD, CLASSIFIED
ACCORDING TO RESIDENCE AND RACE
Number and Percentage Spending Entire Life in
Residence and Parish Ward
Race^ Per Cent of Per Cent of
Number All Family Heads Number All Family Heads
Total 220 25.5 99 11.5
White 159 30.0 85 16.0
Colored* - - 61 18.4
1 A
Farm 131 58.2 78 34.7
White 123 58.6 70 33.3
Colored* 8 53.3 8 53.3
Woodland Clearing 18 40.0
•
12 26.7
White - 17 41.5 12 29.3
Colored* 1 25.0 0 .0
Sawmill Village 71 13.5 9 1.7
White 19 8.3 3 1.3
Colored* 52 17.6 . 6 2.0
Log'g & Grav. Camps.- 0 .0 0 .0




Only one-fourth of the family heads had spent their entire lives in LaSalle
Parish, and only 11.5 per cent their entire lives in Ward Three. Offhand, these
proportions do not seem very high. However, there were considerable differences
among the constituent elements which need to be taken into consideration. Nearly
60 per cent of the heads of farm families had never lived outside of LaSalle Parish,
and over one-third of them had resided all their lives in Ward Three. This would
seem to indicate an extreme attachment on the part of the farm group for this
particular locality. Moreover, this is true of both white and colored families. Even
two-fifths of the squatters in woodland clearings, people whose attachments to the
locality are not of a proprietory nature, had never lived outside the Parish. And
over one-fourth of them had spent their entire lives within the limits of Ward Three.
It would seem from this that the agricultural population has established strong and
intimate ties with this particular locality.
The situation in the sawmill villages and logging and gravel camps was quite
different. The data show that the people residing in these villages and camps
were pretty largely drawn from outside the Ward and Parish. In fact not a single
family head out of the 64 residing in logging and gravel camps came from the
Parish. In the sawmill villages only 13.5 per cent of the family heads had lived
all their lives in LaSalle Parish. Furthermore, the percentage would not have
been this high were it not for the fact that the heads of 52 Negro families were
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included in the group. Among the whites only 19, of a total of 230, had resided
solely in LaSalle Parish. Apparently the lumber industry had brought in white
people from other parishes and states to man their mills but had utilized much
of the local Negro labor.
2. Out of Parish Work Records.
In each interview our field worker attempted to secure a complete work record
for the head of the household during the last decade, or since January, 1925.
Among the items asked for were: the industries and places in which the work
was done, and the occupations of the workers. The information given enables us
to gauge fairly well the extent to which the population has remained rooted to one
locality, on the one hand, or has floated about from place to place, on the other.
This is very important data, bearing on the problem now under discussion, i.e.,
the probability that attempts at relocating part of the population would be
successful.
A tabulation was first made separating the heads of households into three
groups: (1) those whose entire work record for the 10 years had been confined
to LaSalle Parish; (2) those having a work record in Louisiana parishes other
than LaSalle, but not outside the State; and (3) those with a work record outside
the State. These data were tabulated separately for each of the residence cate-
gories. They are presented in Table X. Since the sawmill villages contained
sufficiently large numbers of both Negroes and whites, the information was further
subdivided for this group according to race. These data round out the picture
presented above. They emphasize the rather extreme degree to which the horizons
of the agricultural population have been confined to the immediate neighborhood.
They serve warning that strong ties unite the resident farm population to this
particular area. At the same time they indicate a looseness of territorial ties among
the non-agricultural or lumbering population.
So much for the extent to which the heads of families show work records
outside the Parish of LaSalle. But it is also interesting and important to consider
the other parishes within Louisiana, and the other States in addition to Louisiana,
in which the heads of the families have worked. Let us first consider the families
residing on farms. Only 41 of the 210 heads of white farm families showed a work
record outside LaSalle Parish. But members of the group showed work records in
21 Louisiana parishes and in the States of Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Illinois, Iowa, Mississippi, and Texas. Nine showed work records in Texas and
four in Arkansas; otherwise each state was represented by only a single case. Among
the heads of Negro and Indian farm families, only one showed an out-bf-Parish
work record. This individual had worked in three neighboring parishes: Catahoula,
Grant, and Rapides.
In order to assist in securing a better picture of the situation, Figure 2 was
prepared. It gives a graphic summary of the parishes in which the heads of white
and Negro farm families worked during the decade 1925 to 1935, and should be com-
pared with Figures 3, 4, and 5, which give comparable data for the heads of families
residing in woodland clearings, sawmill villages, and logging and gravel camps.
It will be noted that the work records outside the Parish are comparatively rare
for the heads of farm families, and that the few instances that do occur are mostly
limited to the parishes immediately adjoining LaSalle. Practically no reports of


































































































































































































































The situation in the woodland-clearing cases is very similar, only 18 of the 41
heads of white families reported having been employed outside the Parish. Of these,
four had worked outside the State, one each in Arizona, Mississippi, Ohio, and
Texas. Work records in 14 other Louisiana parishes were mentioned (see
Figure 3). As in the case of the farm families, the parishes mentioned are confined
to Northern Louisiana and are mainly those adjacent to LaSalle. Only one of
the three Negro cases in this category had worked outside the Parish, and this
was in the neighboring Parish of Rapides.
In sharp contrast to the two groups just discussed, is the situation among the
sawmill-village, logging-camp, and gravel-camp families. Nearly three-fifths (58
per cent) of the heads of white families who were residents of sawmill villages and
over one-half (51 per cent) of the Negroes had work records outside LaSalle
Parish. The 51 heads of white households with work records outside the State had
been employed in Alabama, Arkansas (14 instances), California, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi (14 instances), Missouri, New York, Tennessee, Texas (17 instances),
and Washington. The 54 Negro heads reported working in the States of Arkansas
(20 instances), Arizona (2 instances), Washington, D. C, Florida, Illinois, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi (9 instances), Missouri, Ohio, Oklahoma (3 instances),
South Carolina, Tennessee (2 instances), and Texas (12 instances). Likewise 38
Louisiana parishes other than LaSalle were listed by the whites and 30 parishes
by the Negroes. These parishes were much more widely distributed throughout
the State than in the case of the farm and woodland-clearing groups. A liberal
sprinkling of work records was reported for the South Louisiana parishes (see
Figure 4).
The situation among the dwellers in the lumber and gravel camps was similar.
Of the heads of white families only 6 per cent reported no work record outside
LaSalle Parish. Out-of-State work records were reported in seven instances: three
in Arkansas, two in Mississippi, and one each in Oklahoma and Texas. In addition,
work records in eleven other Louisiana parishes were "reported by members of this
group. Among the heads of Negro families of the lumber-camp group not a single
one failed to report an out-of-parish work record. Four individuals reported out-
of-State work records: two in Arkansas and two in Texas. In addition, work
records in 14 other Louisiana parishes were reported by members of the
group. The distribution of these, together with those for the corresponding group
of white people, is shown in Figure 5.
3. Reactions to Proposals of Removal.
The data we have presented and the discussion given of them seem to indicate a
rather extreme attachment on the part of the farm families, for this particular
locality. Although this attachment is not matched by the famiiles gaining their
livelihood from the lumber industry, it has great significance for the remedial measures
now being attempted by governmental agencies. A land utilization or resettlement
program will probably find the agricultural population the most difficult factor irj
the total situation. Their attitude towards the suggested programs will determine,
in the last analysis, its success or failure.
In view of this, it is interesting to note at this point the reactions of the
population in Ward Three to the proposals of removal. In the course of the inter-
view each head of a family was asked if he would be willing to move to some
other locality in which the farm lands were better or opportunities greater. A






conditions in the proposal. On the basis of replies to these questions, the interviewer
classed each family as willing or unwilling to move. These data are assembled in
Table XI, where their relationship to the factors of race and residence are also
indicated. On the whole, opinion on the matter seems rather evenly divided,
although large proportions of the farm families and of the white families expressed
their unwillingness to make a change of residence.
Among the 210 white families residing on the farms were 125 families which
secured the major portion of their subsistence from agriculture and which also con-
tained an able-bodied male member over 15 and under 50 years of age. Offhand
this would appear to be the group of families to which a resettlement program
would have the most to offer, and which would make the best prospects for the
inauguration of a successful project. Therefore, additional data concerning this group
are presented. Of the 125 families, only 45, or 36 per cent, expressed a willingness
to move to more favorable surroundings. The remainder declared they were un-
willing to make the change.
At first it might be thought that these families were faring very well where
they were, and for this reason did not desire to change. It should be noted, how-
ever, that 92 of the 125 families, or 73 per cent, were either receiving relief at the
time of the interview, or had previously been on the rolls of the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration. A tabulation showed that only 37 cases, or 40 per cent,
of the families with a relief history were willing to move and that only 24 per cent
of the non-relief cases were willing to try new surroundings. Among the 92 families
with a relief background, 66 were the owners (at least nominally) of their farms,
while the remaining 26 families were tenants. Of the owners with relief histories
only 18, or one-fourth of the total, were willing to move, while of the tenant fam-
ilies of similar background 18, or 73 per cent, desired to make a change. Thus
ownership of property seems to be a significant bond tying the families to the
region, even though the returns from their land have not been sufficient to support
them without assistance from relief agencies. On the other hand the tenants seem
anxious to get away to more favorable situations. Of course, aimless shifting from
one place to another on the part of some of the families may explain both why
they remained as tenants and were in need of relief on the one hand, and why they
were willing to move from their present location, on the other.
Unfortunately the number of Negro cases is too small for a comparable
analysis to be of much significance. Among the 10 Negro farm families whose
major source of support was agriculture, eight also contained an able-bodied male
over 15 and under 50. All eight had a relief history. Four were willing to move,
four unwilling. Of four owners, two were willing to move, and of four tenants, two
were agreeable to a change.
Fifty-six white families resided on farms but received the majority of their
subsistence from non-agricultural sources. Of these, 48 contained an able-bodied
male; and of the 48, 22 had a relief background. Of these relief cases only
eight (36 per cent) were willing to move. Of the non-relief cases only 6 (23 per
cent) were willing to migrate. Among the relief cases six were owners, none of
whom was willing to move, while eight, or one-half, of the tenants were anxious
to try new surroundings.
The families residing in small clearings in the woods, but not operating farms,
form an important group to study. Neither regularly employed in industry or



































































































































































































most insecure and precarious situation of any group in the area. They, above all
people, would seem to have most to gain by any program which would aid in
getting them established on lands which they might cultivate. There were 41 white
families classed as belonging in this category, and among them were 34 containing
an able-bodied male over 15 and under 50 years of age. As might be anticipated,
all but seven of the families had a relief background. Nineteen of the 27 cases, or
70 per cent, were willing to move. Of the seven non-relief cases, only 3 were willing
to move.
All in all it would seem that the farm tenants and families living in small
woodland clearings (mostly squatters) are anxious to try again in new surroundings.
Of course, in many instances the same set of causes which led them into their
present circumstances might lessen their chances of success elsewhere, but on the
other hand some, if given more opportunity, might in the course of time establish
themselves securely upon farmsteads of their own. Owners of farm properties, how-
ever, despite the meager returns they receive and notwithstanding their dependence
upon the relief agencies, say they are unwilling to participate in any program
which would involve their transfer to a more promising territory.
IV.
THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN THE AREA
We have completed a rather detailed description of the population in Ward Three
of LaSalle Parish, a selected land-retirement area. Some of the data given have
brought out the magnitude of the problem in terms of quantity and density of
population. Other information presented has summarized the major characteristics
that are useful in denoting the qualitative aspects of a population. All of this
mate-
rial takes on added significance when related to the prevailing economic situation
in the area. To this we next turn our attention.
Let us commence by outlining some of the most basic conclusions which have
emerged from a careful study of the data gathered by our enumerators. In the
first place, one cannot avoid recognizing that the entire population, even that
residing on the farms in the area, has been largely dependent upon the lumber
industry for support. That is why the timber resources have been of such para-
mount importance to the entire region, and why the exhaustion of these resources
is fraught with such serious consequences. In the second place, one is forced
to
conclude that the standard of life made possible by the customary agriculture of
the region, even when combined with some supplementary income from the lumber
industry, has been very meager. Thus at the present time it seems that we have
a situation in which the resident farm population, with a lifetime of schooling
in
the agricultural techniques of the region, even with some improvements on
their
lands and having some livestock and equipment to work with, are unable to support
themselves without assistance from public or private relief agencies. Experience
in
other areas tells us that as soon as the mills "cut out" and shut down, large num-
bers of the sawmill laborers and their families will be forced into the surrounding
lands, no matter how poor the area may be for agricultural purposes. This occurs
for want of any other means of gaining a livelihood. It is a very grave situation.
These people have had no agricultural experience in many cases; they have no
ready-made improvements with which to start; they have no livestock and equip-
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ment to work with; and they most probably have no funds to assist in making a
beginning. How can we expect them to be successful as agriculturists in this area?
Are we to anticipate that they are to be more fortunate in wresting a living
from the sterile soils in this region than the present farm population has been?
If not, do we realize that, while the onset of adversity may strike these individuals
first, in the end, the Parish, the State, and the Nation will bear the cost? People
whose spirits are broken in the struggle against overwhelming odds become a great
burden for any society to bear.
1. Dependence upon the Lumber Industry.
The extreme dependence of the people in the area upon the lumber industry is
easily shown. To begin with, 589 of the 862 families in the Ward, or 68 per cent
of the cases, resided either in the sawmill villages or in lumber camps. Except for
a few professional people, the sole employment of the breadwinners in these families
was in the lumber industry. For example, our investigators found 230 families of
white people residing in the sawmill villages. The heads of 170 of these cases, or
74 per cent, found their sole employment in the lumber industry. In addition 25
others had once been employed in this occupation. Of these, at the time of the
interview, 1 1 were on the relief rolls, seven were unemployed, three were clerks
in stores, two were occupied in agricultural pursuits, one was a postmaster, and
one was employed in the oil fields. At the time of the interview, the occupations
of those heads of families who had not been engaged directly in lumbering were as
follows: clerks in retail mercantile establishments, nine; housewives, seven; teachers,
three; physicians, two; ministers, two; mechanics, two, and butcher, railroad agent,
postmaster, rural mail carrier, and barber, one each. In addition, two others were
on the relief rolls and one in the Civilian Conservation Corps.
The heads of the 295 Nego families found residing in sawmill villages obtained
their only gainful employment in the lumber industry in 220 instances, or 76 per cent
of the cases. Thirty-five others, another 12 per cent, formerly were employed full
time in sawmilling. At the time of the interview, 18 of the Negro family heads
were entirely unemployed, 27 others were on the relief rolls, 15 were in domestic
service, five kept rooming and boarding houses, two were working as railroad
laborers, one was in a Civilian Conservation Corps, and one was engaged in each
of the following occupations: cobbler, porter, janitor, butcher, painter, preacher, and
farm cropper. Twenty-five of those on relief had been in the lumber industry, as
had six of the unemployed, and the porter, the cropper, the cobbler, and the man in
the Civilian Conservation Corps.
Quite naturally the situation in the lumber camps is one of even more direct
dependence upon the lumber industry, 44 of the 47 heads of white families being
employed solely in this enterprise. Two others recently gave up lumbering, one
to enter the mercantile business and the other because of disabilities. The head of
the remaining family is a physician. Besides the whites, there were 17 Negro
families residing in the lumber camps. In 14 instances the heads of these
families were employed solely by the lumber company at the time of interview, as
the other three had been in the past. Of the three, one was unemployed, one
disabled, and the third on the Emergency Relief Administration rolls, at the time
of the interview.
The importance of lumbering to the farm population is also easily shown. In
the first place, the heads of 22 of the white families residing on farms were employed
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in the lumber industry at the time they were interviewed. This is more than 10
per cent of the 210 cases. The heads of another 74 families, or 35 per cent of the
cases, although now engaged full-time in farming, had, within the past 10 years,
been employed full-time in the lumber industry. In addition, our enumerators found
residing on farms but not gaining their support from agriculture, 31 other families
whose heads had once been full-time employees in the lumber industry. These
three groups total 127 families, or comprise over 60 per cent of the white cases
which were found residing on farms. Thus there remain but 83 cases of those
families who have not received full-time employment in the lumber industry at some
time during the last 10 years. Three-fifths of the white families residing on farms
are either engaged directly in the lumber industry at the present time, or have been
so employed in the very recent past.
The four families of Indians found living on farms were full-fledged agricul-
turists. However, among the 11 Negro farm families was one whose head was
employed in the lumber industry at the time of interview, while the heads of six
other Negro families had recently, lost their jobs at the sawmill and taken up
agriculture.
The situation among the families residing in small woodland clearings is also
interesting. Of the white families, 41 were classified into this residence category.
The heads of nine of them were employed in the lumber industry, at the time of
interview, while the heads of 12 others were former sawmill employees. The heads
of two of the three Negro families were employed in the lumber industry at the
time of interview, and the other one was formerly so engaged. The head of the
single Indian family in this category had likewise lost his job at lumbering and
turned to agriculture.
2. Incomes.
Let us next present our data pertaining to the annual incomes of the families
living in the open country (farms and woodland clearings) in order to show the
very meager living which these people have been able to obtain from their efforts
in this area. The families in the open country are the important ones from the
standpoint of a resettlement program because, in all probability, their mode of life
also furnishes us with a prototype of that to which the entire population will be
forced as soon as the mills cut out. Indeed, unless new enterprises are developed,
the picture will be even darker when the lumber industry, which now makes con-
siderable contributions to the living of the people residing in the open country, will
not be there to supplement the returns from agriculture.
Our investigators asked for and received a summary from most families of
the gross income for the preceding year. The source of the income and the member
contributing the earnings were also learned. Occasionally a family was reluctant
about giving this information, and some families were found who were unable to
give even a rough estimate of their earnings: but in general the people made a
serious attempt to give reliable and accurate data relating to their incomes.
Much of the income was from the sale of farm products. Since very few fam-
ilies kept books, and since some families could not or would not give the informa-
tion desired, no elaborate analysis of the data is justified. We merely present the
information in form of frequency tables. No averages were calculated. Percentages
were computed and are given to assist the reader in summarizing the information.























































































































































































































































































































































































































ness of incomes obtained by the families in the region. The specific data as tabulated
are given in Tables XII and XIII. Since the number of Negroes and Indians was
so small they were combined as "colored." The number of white families was large
enough to justify a breakdown by industries; this is done in Table XIII. These data
leave no doubt that the incomes in the area are very slight.
3. Relief.
In spite of the fact that the incomes of the families in the area are seen to be
very meager, some other considerations are necessary for a thorough understanding
of the situation. It must be remembered that these gross incomes include, besides
the earnings received from agriculture, funds derived from employment in the
lumber industry, and the assistance received in the shape of "direct relief" and
"work relief" as well. This relief has been no inconsiderable item in comparison
to the total. Of the 210 white families residing on farms, 101 were either on the
relief rolls at the time of the interview or showed a relief history. The same was
true in nine of the 11 Negro cases, and two of the four Indian families. Thus
a total of 112 families, or one-half of those living on farms, was either on the
relief rolls at the time of interview or had received relief during the past two years.
The picture was similar among the families residing in woodland clearings, where
29 of the 41 white families were either on the relief rolls at the time of the inter-
view, or had a relief history in the past three years. However, only one of the
four colored families in this class showed a relief history. During the first month of
our survey, January, 1935, 84 of the white families living in the open country
were on relief. Sixty-seven of these were residents of the farms; 17 lived
in the woodland clearings. Four of the colored families were on relief, during the
first month of the survey. The funds granted during this month for relief purposes
aggregated $1,318.71, of which $1,250.70 (sixteen dollars per family) ,went to the
white cases and $68.01 (seventeen dollars per family) went to the colored cases.
In addition to the direct and work relief, approximately 100 cases in this Ward also
received "Oat Loans" from the Emergency Relief Administration.
In connection with the dependence upon others indicated by the high index of
relief in the area, another point should be brought out. Many families maintained
gardens, 24 of which were an acre or more in extent. These supplied a considerable
portion of the food consumed by the family. But among the white farm families
were 13 instances in which absolutely no pretense of planting a garden was
made. Likewise 13 of the white families living in woodland clearings made no
gardens whatsoever. Many other families had a garden in name only. This would
seem to indicate that lack of a will to do for themselves was at the seat of the
trouble in some of the cases, because throughout the area are spots of soil which
yield excellent returns to the gardener.
4. Smallness of the Farms.
Other data relative to the economic status of the farm families can now be
given. They are of particular importance for sizing up the economic status of the
agriculturists, but they also serve to account for the low incomes obtained by these
families. The size of the farming unit operated, and especially the number of acres
cultivated by a farmer, are of great value in obtaining a comprehensive under-
standing of the situation in the area. Likewise the acreage in cotton, which is
the chief cash crop grown, is important. Accordingly Table XIV was prepared.
The frequency with which given acreages are operated, cultivated, and devoted to
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cotton are shown in this table. The data are presented separately
for the white
and colored farm operators.
The data presented in Table XIV show the exclusive manner in which the small
farm has constituted the prevailing agricultural unit
in the area. Less than 30 per
cent of the farms contained as many as 50 acres; only about
one-fourth of the
farm operators actually cultivated as many as 20 acres of land;
and on more
than one-half of the farms less than five acres of
the chief cash crop, cotton, were
planted. This situation, minute farms in a territory of
low productivity per acre,
represents the basis of the fundamental maladjustment
in the territory. It deserves
further elaboration.
One very successful agricultural unit combines small farms, fertile soils,
and in-
tensive cultivation. But on the other hand, some farmers
have the ability to manage
profitably large areas of relatively unproductive
lands by the use of extensive
methods of cultivation. Unless special factors are operative
to modify the situation,
it is poor economy to cultivate fertile areas extensively, or
relatively infertile land
intensively. This region has neither particular climatic
advantages nor favorable
location with regard to transportation facilities and markets,
which would give
economic justification to the prevalence of small farms
in an area of such low
productivity.
1 Under modern conditions profitable utilization of the resources of the
area can be secured only on an extensive basis. The system of
farming suited to
the area would seem to include, in addition to extensive
operations: (1) the placing
of great emphasis upon the production of feed and
especially food crops; (2) the
expansion of livestock enterprises to become one of the major elements
in the farm
program, and the devotion of large acreages to pasture; (3)
the retention of cotton
as a cash crop, but reducing it to secondary
importance in the agricultural com-
bination; and (4) supplementing the income from the
cultivation of crops with that
obtained from timber products, especially pulpwood, which could be
grown on part
of the land. It should be stressed, however, that,
under almost any circumstances
likely to exist within the lifetime of the present
generation, the agricultural possi-
bilities of the entire region are very limited. There are good
spots along the creek
bottoms which, with proper protection from floods and adequate
drainage, can
serve as a nucleus about which extensive operations might
be organized. But these
are limited in number and size. On the whole, the agricultural prospects of the
terri-
tory are decidedly unpromising.
5. Adjudication of Lands for Taxes.
The inherent sterility of the territory and the maladjustments occasioned by
the devotion of the area to the present system of farming are
further evidenced
by the excessive adjudications of lands for taxes which
have occurred in this
Ward. The total area of the Ward amounts to approximately 65,000 acres. An
analysis recently made
2 showed that the Ward contained approximately 36,000
1
In another place, The Southwestern Review, Summer, 1935, pp. 392-398, the
senior author has discussed the genesis of this maladjustment. It
would seem that the
chanqing means of subsistence, the increasing density of population the
differential
birth rate, and the nature of the process of migration, have combined to
bring about
the present unfortunate situation in large portions of our Southern
Uplands. Unce
generated and in existence the system perpetuates itself as a vicious circle.
2 By Mr. J. P. Montgomery, State Land Planting Consultant
for the National































































































































































































































acres of land which had been adjudicated for taxes and was unredeemed on Novem-
ber 15, 1934. Thus the lands adjudicated for taxes and unredeemed up to this date
amount to over 55 per cent of the total area of the Ward.
The distribution of these properties which have reverted to the State is very
interesting. In Figure 6 the location of all the adjudicated lands, not redeemed
by November 15, 1934, are plotted. It will be observed that the lands not adjudicated
are strung out along the small streams, rivers, and creeks, which flow through the
Ward.
Of course, excessive tax schedules might produce high rates of tax delinquency
and land adjudication in very fertile areas. Such is not the explanation of the
excessive rates in LaSalle Parish, however. The tax here was 45 mills on the
dollar, which was above that in 37 and below that in 26 other Louisi-
ana parishes. It was but a fraction of that in such parishes as Lafourche,
where it was 271 mills, or Terrebonne, where it was 289 mills. It was less than
half of the figure (95 mills) in Vernon, a more comparable region, and one in
which adjudication of lands was also excessive. Similarly the tax per acre was
small, only \A]/2 cents per acre, which was less than that prevailing in all Louisiana
parishes except Caldwell, Grant, and St. Mary. The adjudicated lands in LaSalle
were assessed for an average of $3.22 an acre. The seat of the difficulty probably
lies in the fact that there was not a great spread between assessed values and
real values, or, in other words, the inherent sterility of the lands is so great that
it is not worth much more than $3.22 an acre.
V.
RETROSPECT, PROSPECT, SUMMARY, AND CONCLUSIONS
A tremendous program is now underway, designed to bring about a more equitable
adjustment between the population and the land resources of the Nation. A very
important part of this program goes under the heading of resettlement and has as
one of its chief objectives the transference of families from lands which are hope-
lessly below the margin in productivity, to areas of more fertile and productive
soils. Much investigation has been carried on for the purpose of mapping these
"trouble areas," and a report has been published by the National Resources Board
showing their location and calling attention to the hopelessness of - the economic
situation which prevails in them. In the South generally, and in Louisiana partic-
ularly, these areas, which are recommended for retirement from agricultural usages,
are located in the rolling, pine-hill country, most of which is now "cut over."
The people in these proposed land-retirement areas are in a very sorry plight,
although there was a time when they were in rather comfortable circumstances.
Some consideration of the genesis of their distressed situation is necessary for an
adequate evaluation of the problem or an intelligent inauguration of remedial
measures. At the time when self-sufficiency was the rule in agriculture, these
regions offered a more promising haven to the pioneer family than the areas which
are now recognized as the most fertile and productive. In fact the pioneer families
wended their way westward through the fertile delta of the Mississippi River to
settle in the very hills from which it now seems socially justifiable to dislodge their
descendants. The situation at that time was very different, and the pioneers were
making the right choice. Good drinking water was a primary consideration for
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the welfare of the pioneer family; security from malaria was another; abundance
of game was very essential; and hardly any region could be found in which there
were not enough patches of fertile soil to produce all the corn needed to supply the
family with breadstuffs. The pioneer family found its ideal situation in the hills.
It mattered little to it that the bulk of the land was covered by a light, shallow
topsoil, one incapable of continued cultivation.
In the course of a few generations, however, the situation was entirely altered.
New settlers and the high rate of natural increase caused the density of population
to mount speedily. As the cabins and clearings became more numerous the game
was rapidly killed off or frightened away. Meanwhile social changes were occuring
which brought about a decrease in the self-sufficiency of the household and a greater
emphasis upon commercialized farming. To meet increased demands, additional
acres had to be cleared and devoted to cotton, the principal cash crop of the region.
Clearing up more of the hillsides only served to expose their unprotected surfaces
to the frequent, hard, dashing rains which fall throughout the entire year, and the
thin covering of topsoil was rapidly carried away. When the forests were gone the
rapid run-off of rain water caused frequent floods in the lowlands along the creek
bottoms, thus largely destroying their usefulness for agricultural purposes. The
returns from the land became smaller year after year. Thus as the population grew
and increased, nature's bounties became less plentiful, and as more and more emphasis
upon commercialized agriculture became essential, the lands of the area became
less and less capable of producing the customary crops. In the course of a few
generations the location which was ideal for the pioneer became one of hopelessness
for his descendants. At the present time, when attempts are underway to remove
the land from agricultural usages, a large population is practically stranded, eking
out its very meager existence only with the help of continued public and pri-
vate aid.
The present study was designed to secure and assemble the pertinent facts
relating to the quantity, quality, and present situation of the population in a
selected land-retirement area in the State of Louisiana. The area chosen for investi-
gation contained 862 families, or 3,385 individuals, at an average density of 32
persons per square mile. However, 2,138 of the individuals belonged to the 589
families which resided in the sawmill villages and logging camps and were directly
dependent upon the lumber industry. They were not attached to the soil as agri-
culturists in any way. In the open country there were only 1,247 individuals,
members of 273 families, or an average density of about 12 persons per square
mile. Most of these families had some property rights in the lands they occupied,
which means they are the ones with whom a resettlement program will have to deal.
Thus we can say that in this area an average number of 12 persons (2.6 families) is
involved with each square mile of territory. Of course, this includes the land held
by the lumber companies, much of which is devoid of settlers. It should be recog-
nized, however, that prevention of settlement on poor lands must go hand in hand
with the resettlement of families residing in submarginal areas.
The population living in the open country was almost exclusively of the white
race, although large numbers of Negroes were found in the sawmill villages. It is
important to note that this white population was all native-born. These people are
representative of the hill peoples of the South— "Original Americans," formed from a
blend of English, Scotch, Irish, German, French, and many other stocks. Approxi-
mately one family out of 10 stated that Indian blood flowed in their veins. Many
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of the people in the area had lost all knowledge of their ancestry. The religious
affiliation of the families was almost exclusively Protestant—Baptist and Methodist
being the predominant denominations. The formal educational training of these
people had been very slight. Large numbers had never attended school, and the
majority had attended the grade school only.
Analysis of the age and sex distributions and of the marital status of the
population revealed several things of importance to a resettlement program. A great
dearth of young adults was evidenced both in the open country and in the villages
and camps. This means that the people who might gain most from the resettlement
program, on the one hand, and contribute most to its success, on the other, are
very scarce in the area. Again the number of children when related to the number
of women of childbearing age revealed that the population of the area—even that
of the farm population— is no longer increasing at a rapid rate but only approxi-
mately replacing itself. This means that the natural increase of population in the
Ward will neither make for a rapid increase in the area nor furnish a source of
supply for other places.
Analysis of the extent to which the people of the Ward had lived and worked
in other places showed that the open country population had been rooted to this
particular locality in a very high degree. The data emphasized the rather extreme
manner in which the horizons of the agricultural population had been confined to
the immediate neighborhood, and evidenced the strong ties binding the population
to this particular area. In view of this it was not surprising that they were not
enthusiastic in their reactions to proposals of removal to other territories. Tenants
and squatters were somewhat more favorable to moving than those who were the
nominal owners of the small farms. All in all, the data emphasized the need for a
considerable educational program, if these people are to be willing to forsake
their homes in this area for new homes in another, no matter how promising the
new region may be.
Careful study of the economic situation brought out a number of important
points. It showed the great extent to which the entire population—including the
agricultural portion—had been directly dependent upon the lumber industry. It
called attention to the very meager incomes received by the families in return for
their efforts. And it aroused serious forebodings of the crisis facing the people in the
area as soon as the remaining sawmills "cut out," which will be in the very near
future.
The relief situation in the Ward has been, and remains, acute. Indeed a very
considerable portion of the frugal incomes, referred to in the preceding para-
graph, came from relief sources. Fully one-half of the farm families have been on
the relief rolls. During January, 1934, the first month of our survey, 67 of 210
white families resident on farms, and 17 of the 41 white families residing in the
woodland clearings, received relief. They obtained about $16 each during this
month. In addition many others received advances termed "Oat Loans" from the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration.
Despite the fact that they were aided by relief agencies, some families—even
farm families—made no pretense of planting a garden. In this connection it is en-
lightening to quote some of the general impressions recorded by Mrs. Fry, who
supervised the field work directly, after a three months' residence in the Parish:
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Figure 7.—Photographs of three of the best homes in the Open Country portions
of Ward Three, LaSalle Parish. Note how the shingles protrude in
(a) and (b). Leaving shingles in this manner is very prevalent in the
hilly sections of Louisiana.
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A general shiftless attitude is characteristic of the majority of the families.
Ihose who are living in villages have become accustomed to working under
the supervision of others. They prefer to be told what to do and how to do it
shrinking from responsibility and from the use of their own initiative. Amonq
those who expressed a willingness to move from LaSalle Parish there was a
general expression of unwillingness to attempt farming. Some even said "I can
do most anything but farm, and I intend to keep away from that as long as
I can make out. ' As a rule persons now engaged in agriculture appear not
to be making an effort to combat the difficulties under which they farm. While
it is true that their farming land is poor, plots being too small in many cases,
and drainage frequently inadequate, there are many improvements which might
be made in the general conditions of their holdings. Fences are not kept up;
gardens are not fenced; houses are not repaired. If other farm buildings are
not entirely lacking, they are usually falling in decay.
During the last 10 to 20 years both people and the farming con-
ditions and equipment show evidences of deterioration. That better days have
been known is not to be denied. Furniture and rugs of maximum quality and
also pictures expressing an appreciation are to be found in a somewhat dilapi-
dated state. The inhabitants have in many cases almost given up hope. So
firmly do they believe that it is impossible to make a living in LaSalle Parish, to
pay one's debts, and to be an aggressive people, that they have ceased to help
themselves in the small ways which would require only a minimum of cash
outlay]
On the whole, farmers are opposed to stock laws. They believe that the
livestock which they lose each year does not amount to as much as the taxes
which they would be assessed, were it possible to check on the actual number
of livestock owned. 1 Some time ago cholera was prevalent among hogs in the
Parish: Soon it became the opinion of many farmers that there was no use to
try to raise them. It was almost as though an excuse for neglecting hog-
raising was welcome. Apparently a great many more chickens could be raised
than are actually being produced.
If a garden was destroyed by drought last year, or if a storm or high
water caused it to yield only a small portion of the expected produce, this is
likely to be considered a justification for planting no garden this year. One
feels the suggestion of fatalism among the population. Most of the families
residing in the open country plant gardens, but the idea of preserving food,
either by drying or canning, seems unimportant to them. Vegetables they
regard as food to be eaten fresh and in season. The fact that they may have
lost a few cans of food in years past is sufficient reason for giving up the
hope of preserving food for winter use. Canning, however, while it would be
very helpful to the farmers, if more extensively developed, is not the only means
whereby more food might be provided at home. With the long growing
season in this part of the country it is possible to produce something fresh and
green practically every month in the year. Here one wonders what effect the
canning projects of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration has had.
Iheir canning demonstrations to farm women deserve much credit as do efforts
to instill thrift into the rural people, but so long as farmers know that a com-
modity warehouse located in the parish seat is heavily stocked with canned
vegetables and meat and that only the showing of an empty larder and pleas
for food are required in order to obtain direct relief orders from this storehouse
their initiative may be definitely curtailed. In other words, they seem to like
relief and to be out for their share of "what the government owes them."
Perhaps dependency upon a relief agency has had much to do with the
failure of farm operators to preserve their places and equipment to th*> best of
their ability. To look prosperous in any degree may endanger one's chances of
obtaining aid even though that aid is not now solicited but might be called for
later. In the sawmill villages of Trout and Good Pine, provision is made for
1 One of the more prosperous women was not at all hesitant in telling the inter-
viewer that she had 40 cows and was paying taxes on only eight of them.
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each of the families to have access to individual garden plots of approximately
one-fourth acre. It has been found that, especially among families on relief,
these gardens are either not being planted or are given so little attention as
to be almost totally unproductive.
Finally it appears that the system of farming practiced in the area is a very
unfortunate one. Farms are -small, the cultivated areas slight, and much too great
dependence placed upon the very limited acreages of cotton. Livestock is scarce in
the area. The nature of the territory would seem to call for extensive rather than
intensive methods of cultivation. It is entirely possible that a fairly successful sys-
tem of farming might be developed in the better part of the area if the farming
operations were on a more extensive scale, with livestock one major enterprise,
food and feed crops a second, and timber products a third. Cotton might be retained
in a place of secondary importance, and orchard fruits might be found to produce
well in the region. Of course, if any large areas are actually retired from agricul-
tural uses and returned to forests, this area should be one of the first to go.
In conclusion, let us mention that our investigators failed to discover whole-
sale evidences of biological deterioration of the stock such as one encounters on
every hand in some backward localities. It is true that long-continued struggle
against overwhelming obstacles seems to have broken the spirit and sapped the
initiative of a considerable portion of the population. This has occurred to such an
extent that large numbers of people have almost ceased attempting to do for them-
selves. In this connection it is important to call attention to the heavy cost to
this and similar areas, resulting from the lack of fructifying contacts with other
peoples and cultures. To meet the crises! which arose when the game was exhausted,
the forests destroyed, and the soil depleted, these people have been almost wholly
dependent upon their own inventiveness. This has been a great disadvantage, for
a community left to itself never makes much progress. Practically everything a
given individual or group does or knows is borrowed from somebody else. Isolation
seems to be one of the greatest handicaps under which these people have labored.
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